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TIMELESS SIMPLICITY
Create a streamlined aesthetic with sophisticated details. Options like rose gold legs and rich, 
wood arm caps elevate any environment. Whittaker is offered in both a tight back and pillow 
back version so you can set the perfect mood for your space.

Also shown
Table: KORE
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CREATE THE UNEXPECTED
A modular lounge collection that combines elegance with comfort. Arrange a vast offering 
of sofa and bench components to form a variety of configurations. Mix upholstery to create 
a vignette that stands out from any angle. Integrated power/usb modules allows you to 
conveniently recharge while you rest.

Also shown
Ottoman: Joelle   /   Table: fiXt
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THOUGHT STARTERS

Meet or Eat

A Whittaker Three-Seat, Armless Corner Lounge 
combined with a Three-Seat Armless Lounge 
creates a welcoming and flexible booth for any use. 
Complete the setting by adding a Dock Table and 
Nate & Natty Side Chairs. 

Conversation Starter

Capitalize on Whittaker’s diverse options to design 
a rich environment with thoughtful details. Mix 
Tight Back and Pillow Back seating with contrasting 
fabrics and walnut Arm Caps to enhance your 
space. The Joelle ottoman with a butcher block top 
is the perfect companion.

Prim & Plush

Enjoy an airy and inviting lounge by combining a pair of 

Pillow Back Lounges with a Full Arm on One Side, and 

a Two-Seat Bench. A KORE table with matching cinder 

legs perfects the composition.

A Stunning Statement

Create interest in a large area with this cozy 

configuration of various Whittaker lounge pieces. This 

grouping utilizes the Convenience Arm, Tight Back, 

and Rose Gold Legs. A collection of Frill tables by David 

Edward adds a unique element.
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